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PREFACE 

The notion thata piece of architecture can have a deeper meaning beyond the architectural world can make many architects jump 
at the bit to be the one who does it the best. Architects,for many years, have long been associated with big egos and even bigger 
dreams of grandeur To be the one who designed the tallest, most expensive or most elaborate building is the goal for many of 
today's architects. Like many professions, architecture has seemed to forget who they design fon the people. Today there are 
many homeless and needy citizens of the United States, of our own community, who need a place to stay, a place to start anew. 
Architects have the ability and the talent to help people in need for many generations to come. 

The AIDS virus has been around for many years and with every advancement of medical technologies, the fight against AIDS takes 
a huge step forward into new territory. Today there are medicinal cocktails that fight the virus at the smallest levels. These 
medicines allow AIDS/HIV patients to live longer and healthier lives. These medicines allow patients to live lives that could not 
have been possible ten years ago The advancement of architecture and science should provide the essential tools in designing and 
building a children's hospital. Not only can the architect design a state of the art facility but he can do so in a way to give back to 
the community, a way to help those individuals who cannot help themselves. 

This thesis looks at the ideas posed by a few that architecture can evoke a characteristic of community, a sense of wonder for the 
designer to go and explore all the possibilities within. A children's hospice should have two main things at heart,the children and 
designing the best hospice one can for that purpose alone. Children with AIDS fight a great battle, they fight their illness and they 
fight their environments consistently The medicine prescribed is not the only treatment the child receives,the building can have a 
tremendous effect on the child, like emotional and mental trauma. The best way to design a hospice for the children is to better 
understand what, why and how the children react to certain aspect of different environments. These reactions and environments 
have been reviewed in order to design a better hospice for the children of Lubbock,Texas. 
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ABSTRACT 
Thesis Statennent ^ 

To create an AIDS hospice for children located in Lubbock,Texas that would provide an atmosphere of comfort and 
community. The connectivity within the building, the site, and the community can project a place of safety so the children 
feel at home. 

Facility Statement 

f^Sis^iii 

One of the fastest growing illnesses is the HIV/AIDS virus. This facility will provide a place for children to come and nest 
while they get medications and examinations needed to fight this virus. The facility will incorporate forms and 
connections to the site for best patient health. 

Context Statement ' 

The site is ideally located in east Lubbock,Texas along the Canyon Lakes on Martin Luther King,Jr Boulevard. The site is 
situated on the corner of MLK and East 24th Street. To the north is the lakes and the views are extremely well suited for a 
hospice community. 
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HEOR 
Theoretical Basis 

In the preface of The Effects ofHospitalization On Children, Evelyn Oremland writes,"During morning rounds.a five-year-old surgery 
patient was told,'You can go home today' Shortly afterwards, he came to the pediatric ward's playroom...he tugged at the social 
worker's skirt and asked,"Has today come yet?'"' This simple question can make a person feel sorry for the child.or draws some 
type of emotion from us. Children are very aware of things that happen everywhere around them and adults want to protect 
their child from much of the harm beyond their homes. When a child gets ill, instinct tells the mother to protect the child from 
further harm by taking them to a hospital to alleviate any symptoms. A child's stay in a hospital can affect a child's psychology very 
strongly m. 
Many researchers and medical professionals have long been ^^vare of the fragileness of a child's mental and emotional health while 
staying at the hospital. Notlongago,in the first half of the 1900s, 1920,1930, and the'40s, child patient care was looked upon as a 
problem solely with the human body.^ Medical professionals looked at healthcare, in general.as a problem to be fixed with science 
and only science. It was not until the late'40s and early'50s that the medical profession started to relate child recovery and Illness 
to their prescribed medical care.' At the time, hospitals started to listen to a new field of experts, child psychiatrists. This new 
breed of psychiatrists started to illustrate medical cases and studies that suggested a treatment ofTender, Love and Care,along 
with traditional medicine could increase a child's recovery.'' Today, pediatrics is a wonderful and necessary part of the medical 
community. When a child goes into a hospital, be it for an outpatient procedure or an inpatient procedure, their health, both 
physical and mental will be looked upon with extreme prejudice. 

A child's mental health during a sta/ in the hospital must be and usually is monitored very carefully. As the medical profession 
expanded and grew into a very knowledgeable foundation,so did the handbook on child development,especially their 



HEOR 
Theoretical Basis 

development while hospitalized. Doctors and researchers have looked at hospitalized children and have discovered that a 
mother's presence can do wonders for child's recovery. While separation of children from their mothers is a recent 
development, ancient civilizations did not part a mother from her child nor do many present day civilizations. There is a 
hospital in Fiji, for example, that the pediatric ward does not resemble a row of beds with sick children in them but a group 
of families around the children.^ The mother was always there and usually an aunt or two, a grandmother and much of the 
time a father m 

In the 1930s doctors recognized a trend among hospitalized children,those who were hospitalized for a short amount of time did 
not do so well and those hospitalized longer did worse. The medical profession called the syndrome"hospitalism."' Hospitalism 
was a disorder in which the child failed to gain weight and grow while being fed nutritiously. The child's intellectual development 
was retarded and personality changed for the worse. Now the syndrome is called "maternal deprivation" or "parental 
deprivation" because doctors noticed orphan infants with the same symptoms. As the care of children was more closely 
scrutinized, more lax regulations were developed to allow family members close access to the child. 

Just as important as familiar faces or a family member is to a child's recovery, so is their comfort in their environment Again, 
pediatricians and child psychiatrists noticed that the unfamiliarity of the environment can cause a child to not respond well to 
medical treatment.' The familiarity of the child to his natural environment,an environment he feels safe and comfortable in,causes 
an internal developmental force to emerge to explore new found tasks.^ The child's environment challenges the child to perform 
more involved tasks and functions that stimulate growth and learning. The built environment has a substantial impact on their 
development The strangeness of a room or a surgical room can hinder this development As it was with mothers and family 
participation in treatment, participation with the building, interacting and being stimulated by the building, has changes in recent 



Theoretical Basis 

years. Hospital planners and designers have discovered way to stimulate patients through environments conducive to 
exploration and healing. 

As the discussion evolves from child care and development to stimulating environments and eventually to architecture in 
hospitals, we need to remember or never forget what this discussion is about, the child. As a 6-year-old hospitalized child said, 
'The important thing about this hospital is ME.'^ A child's health is the main concern for all involved with child healthcare, be it 
doctors, nurses or architects. The 'ME' in most people wants the child to feel safe, comfortable and most of all, cared for upon 
entrance to the hospice. 

The environment plays a crucial role in development by stimulating or not stimulating its users. What factors affect a medical 
facility to make it a suitable environment for children? Color is an important factor that can affect a person's emotions and 
psychological reactions. Color and a changing environment helps to maintain normal consciousness, 

"...we must conclude normal consciousness.perception and thought can be maintained only in a constantly 
changing environment. When there is no change, a state of'sensory deprivation' occurs: the capacity 
to of adults to concentrate deteriorates, attention fluctuates and lapses,and normal perception fades. In 
infants who have not developed a ful understanding of their environment, the whole personality may be 
affected, and readjustment to a normal environment may be difficult."'" 

This sensory deprivation occurs as people or are confined to places with no changing color, environment,or interaction. Patients 
and users of a building need interaction and stimuli to function. It is said that"the physical effects of color on the human organism 
will induce psychological reactions."" 



HEOR 
Theoretical Basis 

These reactions can effect a color dominant child. Children seem to be color dominant and not form dominant. Eventually the 
child will grow into being form dominant, the mixture of the two in the design of a hospice can be a powerful tool in their recovery. 

To investigate color in architecture requires an examination of architecture in general. A closer look at architecture, focusing on 
the responsibilities of architecture. Architecture has responsibilities going further than a responsibility to design the next great 
piece of art; architecture has a responsibility to the community and society in which it builds on. Architects can be described using 
many adjectives but one usually never associated in a positive way is "socially minded."'^ According to Garry Stevens, architects 
are not very "communally minded" individuals. Architects appear to be unsociable and do not want to interact with others but if 
the need arises, architects like to give orders. Architecture has a social obligation to build a building that can possibly leave the 
community off in a better way It seems that people get in the way of architecture and architects.' 

The synthesis of child psychology and AIDS healthcare can create a children's hospice that can foster life. This synthesis can allow 
one to create a hybrid of a building. A building that not only can create an environment of healing but can create a stimulating 
environmentthat not only houses medicine but is medicine. 



iTHEommmm 
Issues 

Issue I: Color 

Goal: To provide an architectural environmentthat patients can emotionally and physically develop a healthy 
psychosis. 

PR I: Use a palette that is conducive to healing and favorable to emotions throughout the building. 

PR 2: The building should respond to color theory by using non primary colors but using tertiary colors. 

^PR 3: The building will use color as a product of wayfinding,a way to navigate and categorize the building. 

Concept Diagrams 
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THEORY 
Issues 

Issue 2: Emotions 

Goal: The architecture should provide a nurturing environment for everyone using the building the stimulation 
of the senses and mind. 

i 
P R I : The building should stimulate the sense by changing textures and materials to cultivate change. 

PR 2: The building will use child psychology as a tool in the design. 

PR3: The use ofstimuli and technology will foster a learning and healing environment through 
technology. 

Concept Diagrams 
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THEORY 
Issues 

Issue 3: Societal Responsibility 

Goal: Architects need to be socially available and involved in the building in order to design a healing 
environment. 

PR I: The building should relate to the site by inclusion if characteristics that reflect qualities of the 
neighborhood. 

PR 2: The building will use direct involvement with the community. 

PR 3: The community's involvement will begin with the design phase and continue throughout the 
construction phase. 

Concept Diagrams 
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THEORY 
Precedents 

Children's Medical Center 
-Augusta, Georgia 
-ArchitecfStanley Beaman & Sears 
-Size: 220,000 square feet 
-Cost: $42 million 
-Completion date: 2000 

The Children's Medical Center in Augusta, Georgia is a wonderful example of 
using color, shapes, textures, and other design elements to enliven an area of 
institutionalized buildings and to infuse life into the building itself. The medical 
center uses color and shapes wonderfully to "transform" the child into a 
healthier, better kid. The architects had an idea for a design of "a childlike sense 
of wonder," a place that is playful for the child yet adequate for the adolescent 
and parent. The architects understood how parental involvement in the child's 
health affects the child. They understand how children need their parents. 
Another design element is the use of precast-concrete panels to resemble large 
Lego blocks. This whimsical design feature, along with the color and other 
shapes allows the child to explore the hospital and discover the other intricacies 
the architects have left for them. 

Figure 5: Interior vie/^ of Lobby 
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Precedents 

Mott Children's Center 
-Puyallup,Washington 
-ArchitectZimmer Gunsul Frasca Partnership 
-Size:42,000 square feet 
-Cost: $8.6 million 
-Completion date: 2000 

This children's hospital was designed to emulate or portray Noah'sArk, a metaphor for Good Samaritan Hospital 
Children's Therapy Unit and Child Development Center The architects did not want to create a big boat with 
animal heads popping out of the windows, instead they decided to create a building that uses boat qualities, 
portholes and wood cladding to create a building that uses different textures and materials for the children to 
explore. The many paths into the building use different materials when so when they intersect the child can follow 
a particular path to a particular location in the building. The architect uses materials in the paths and in the building 
to engage the child's sense of wonder, to make the child want to travel to other parts of the building. This hospital 
was designed to have physical therapy in the building. The architects wanted to use the child curiosity to make 
them mobile, possibly helping them to be mobile, to get the e)ffircise and therapy they need. The architects also use 
color to make the space comfortable to the child, because we know that color does have an effect on the child. The 
building is successful to the architects but more importantly for the user The building is not "condescending" 
towards the child; it does not cover up the medical purpose of the facility with too many childish ploys, too much 
color, too many shapes. The architects wanted the building to be comfortable yet be known for what it is,a place 
for the child to get better 
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HEORY 

igure 6: Exterior view Figure 7: Interior of waiting area 
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Mott Children's Center 
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Precedents 

Children's Hospital Ambulatory Care Building 
-Vancouvei; British Columbia, Canada 
-Architect: Henriquez Partners/IBI Group 
-Size: 115,000 square feet (new);6,500 square feet (renovation) 
-Cost:$l7mil l ion 
-Completion date: 2002 

The Children's Hospital was designed to provide outpatient pediatric services for the 66,000 visitors annually The 
architects wanted to create a bright, welcoming environment for children and their parents. They accomplished 
this by the use of transparency, being able to see into the building from the outside. On the south-facing facade, 
double-height glass-fronted concourse captures the day's light and filters it throughout the building. The 
concourse has a concrete canopy to shield the facade from much solar gain. The architect color codes the 
different zones f the building for quick orientation. This allows the parent and child a sense of ease to know they 
are in a place where they need to be, makes the user not feel lost The interior architectural details use wood, 
metal, glass and the exterior is concrete, all these material when out together may begin to feel industrial or 
commercial. The architects use bright colors to soften-up the building's interior The transparency is something 
that may be useful in the design of a children's hospital,by allowing the child, and parents.to be able to penetrate the 
walls, to see inside the building to another part of the building or to a particular design element may induce a sense 
of wonder, may induce a sense of confidence and hope that all may be well. 

TfXAS TECH LISRARV 
13 
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Children's Hospital Ambulatory Care Building 

THEORY 

figure 9: Exterior viav of hospital Figure 10: Interior view of corridor of hospital Figure I I : Interior vienv of stairs Figure 12: Exterior view if bridge 
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FACIUTY 
Mission Statement 

To provide east Lubbock with a children's hospital that will foster growth and a sense of community through the 
development of a child's exploration. 

Facility Statement 

One of the fastest growing illnesses in the world is the HIV/AIDS virus. This facility will provide a place for children to 
come and rest while they get medications and examinations needed to fight this virus. The facility will incorporate forms 
And connectivity to the site for best patient health. 

9^ 



FACILITY 

Issue I: Form 

Goal: The creation of a building that uses forms and textures in an excitingwjy to help stimulate the children and 
users of the building. 

PR I: Familiar shapes like spheres.cubes.and pyramids can be used delicately to transform a sterile 
environment. 

PR 2: The exterior of the building will use changes in materials, color and texture to create visual interest 
and to help identify the entrances. 

PR 3: The interiors will create familiar places and fantasies to create a hospice get-away with sitting 
areas and playrooms. 

Concept Diagrams 
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FACILITY 
Issues 

Issue 2: Wayfinding 

Goal: To create a facility that is easily navigated for the patients and the other users of the building. 
• 'Ma 

PR I: The buildingwill utilize signs and symbols to differentiate between zones. 

PR 2: The buildingwill use color and forms to differentiate between zones of the building. 

PR 3: The buildingwill be categorized into zones to help alleviate problems of orientation. 

Concept Diagrams 
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FACILITY 
Issues 

Issue 3: Light 

Goal: Create an environmentthat uses natural light as a strong element in the recovery of a child. 

PR I: The facade of the entry will be built with some type of transparent materials to allow light into the 
building. 

PR 2: There will be sun areas or sun sitting rooms that allow the kids to get natural sun light. 

^ 

Concept Diagrams 

PR 3: The integration of indoor and outdoor spaces will allow patients to explore outside healing 
gardens. 
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Spatial Analysis 

FACILITY 

Entrance/Lobby 

Size: 600 sq.ft. . 

Issues: CirculationAccessibility,ldentifiable 
entrance 

Design Requirements: 
-Double doors- automatic 
-Seating in entrance area 
-Different materials or forms to identify entrance 
-Hierarchy of entrances 

Users: 1-20 

Activities: 
-Orientation point 
-Information center 
-Seating or waiting 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Easily locate/identifiable as main entrance 
-Accessible from parking 
-Provide information for locating areas of 

hospital 

CIA 
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FACIUTY 

Entrance/Lobby 

Size: 600 sq.ft. 

Issues: CirculationAccessibility,ldentifiable 
entrance 

Design Requirements: 
-Double doors- automatic 
-Seating in entrance area 
-Different materials or forms to identify entrance 
-Hierarchy of entrances 

Users: 1-20 

Activities: 
-Orientation point 
-Information center 
-Seating or waiting 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Easily locate/identifiable as main entrance 
-Accessible from parking 
-Provide information for locating areas of 

hospital 

AAA 



SpatialAnalysis 

Emergency RoomsAVard 

Size: 12200 sq.ft. 

Issues: Accessibility.Cleanliness 

Users: 40 

FACILITY 

Design Requirements: 
-Comply with ADA andTSA standards 
-Cleanable surfaces in the ER and in the waiting area 
-Restrooms accessible from waiting room 
-ER ward broken up in zones to help alleviate 
problems 

B 

i 
So 

Activities: 
-Triage,Treatment 
-Waiting area 
-Admitting 
-Entrance 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Treat and admit emergency care patients 
-Clean, sterile environment 
-Distinguish ER entrance from main entrance ER 



SpatialAnalysis 

Nurse's Station 

Size: 150 sq.ft. 

Issues: CirculationAccessibility.Organized, 
centrally located 

Users: 1-4 

Activities: 
-Information center 
-Station to care for and oversee patients 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Organized 
-Multiple exits or paths to get to patients 
rooms 
-Ability to respond to patient and doctor 
requests quickly 

FACIUTY 

Design Requirements: 
-Clear views of patient rooms 
-Multiple exits or paths will be placed in convenient 
spaces 
-Computer station/files for information retresvie 
-Centralized loctation 

< > ^ 



SpatialAnalysis 

Doctor Offices 

Size: 600 sq.ft. 

Issues: Accessibility.solitude. sanctuary 

Users: 1-3 

FACIUTY 

Design Requirements: 
-Adjacent to main entrance, administration 
-Easy access to patients- corridor leading to patient 
rooms/ER 
-The sterileness of the hospital can be changed to a 
more relaxing feel 

Activities: 
-Place where doctors can do paper work and 
have meetings 
-A refuge for doctors while at work 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Accessible easily for patients 
-Secure/Semi-privatefrom public 
-Relaxing, comfortable 



FACILITY 

Design Requirements: 
-Adjacent to RR 
-Adjacent to delivery or accessible to 
delivery 
-Stimulating-take mind off illness - retreat for 
doctors,family members,and staff 
-Not adjacent to patient rooms 

i 
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SpatialAnalysis 

Cafeteria 

Size: 1250 sq.ft. 

Issues: CirculationAccessibility.Retreat 

Users: 58 

Activities: 
-Cafeteria-food consumption 
-Kitchen- food preperation,distribution, 

storage 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Inviting 
-Accessible from multiple areas 



FACIUTY 
SpatialAnalysis 

Surgery Suites 

Size: 9600 sq.ft. 

m 
Issues: Cleanliness,Size 

Users: l-IO 

Activities: 

-Perform surgical procedures 
-Preparation for surgery 

SpatialAnalysis: M 
-Sterile '* 
-Accessible from ER/patient rooms 
-Necessary equipment 

Design Requirements: 
-Surgery suite will have corridors for access 
-Rooms will have cleansing area/ doctor scrub areas 
-Adjacent to doctor's office and from ER 



SpatialAnalysis 

FACILITY 

Wai t ing /Seat ingArea: 

Size: 1000 sq.ft. 

Issues: Accessibility.Circulation 

Users: 1-20 

Activities: 

-Places to sit and wait for news 
-Preparation for surgery 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Comfortable 
-Accessible from other areas 
-Easy to locate p 
-Place for reflection 

chapel 

Design Requirements: 
-Adjacent to area or zone waiting on 
-Adjacent to RR and vending 
-Relaxing elements- tv.magazines 
-Adjacent to chapel 

— waiting 

/ 

RR 



SpatialAnalysis 

FACIUTY 

Custodial Spaces 

Size: 300 sq.ft. 

Issues: Security,Organization 

Users: 1-3 

Activities: 
-Place to store cleaning materials 
-Custodial break area 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Clean 
-organized ^: 
-Storage 

Design Requirements: 
-Placed out of view of public 
-Door must lock and be secured 
-Centralized to get to throughout building 

custodial space 

public \ /.-. public 

O O 

views blocked 



SpatialAnalysis 

Restroom: 

Size: 225 sq.ft. 

Issues: Accessibility,Cleanliness 

Users: 1-4 

Activities: 
-Grooming 
-Personal Hygiene; 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Private 
-Clean 

FACILITY 

public 

Design Requirements: 
-Placed in public area with privacy of user 
-Adjacent to multiple area for multiple zone use 
-Cleanable surfaces like tile and concrete 
-ADA compilable 

RR 

public 

viewable 



SpatialAnalysis 
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FAaUTY 

Storage: 

Size: 400 sq.ft. 

Issues: SecurityAccessibility.Privacy 

Users: 1-4 

Activities: 
-Places to store medical equipment 
-Place to store furniture 

'^ 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Organized 
-Accessible from other areas 

Design Requirements: 
-Placed out of view to the public 
-Secured from public- door locked 
-Accessible from patient rooms/ER 

delivery 
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SpatialAnalysis 

FACIUTY 

Pharmacy: 

Size: 200 sq.ft. 

Issues: Safety,Security,Distribution 

Users: 1-5 

Activities: 
-Distribution of medication 
-Storage of medication 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Room secure from non-employees 
-Accessible from other areas 
-Well documented transferrals 

Design Requirements: 
-Adjacent to patient rooms/ER 
-Secure door, only access to pharmacists 
-Counter for distribution and recording medication 
distribution 
-One access door for safety 

distribution 

one way occess 



SpatialAnalysis 

FACILITY 

Administration Offices: 

Size: I20sq.ft. 

Issues: Accessibility,Circulation,Welcoming 

Users: 1-2 

Activities: 
-Offices to house administration duties 
-Business side of hospital to be done here 

t | 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Comfortable 
-Accessible for users from main entrance 
-Accessible from other areas of hospital 

Design Requirements: 
-Adjacent to main entrance 
-Adjacent to doctors offices 
-Welcoming materials- wood, carpet 
-Have own facilities I 



SpatialAnalysis 

FACIUTY 

Mechanical/Electrical: 

Size: sq.ft. 

Issues: SafetyAcoustics, Function 

Users: 1-2 

Activities: 

-House equipment for building 
-Store tools 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Functionality 
-Control noise 

''SI 

Design Requirements: 
-Access to all equipment 
-Access from outside the building 
-Placed on sub-level or area with no patients 
-Secluded for noise/public 

outside 

space to 
buffer noise 



FACILITY 
SpatialAnalysis 

Chapel: 

Size: 300sq.ft. 

Issues: Refuge, Privacy Peace 

Users: 1-20 

Activities: 

-Place to come to pray and reflect 
-Place to absorb information 

i 
SpatialAnalysis: 

; -Comfortable 
-Accessible from other areas 
-Welcoming- Non-denominational 
-Place for reflection 

Design Requirements: 
-Accessible from all areas of the building 
-No specific religious symbols or items 
-Seating and pews to make comfortable 

potients J) 

C * doctor; 

(waiting 

i chapel I 

ER 

QA 
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SpatialAnalysis 

FACIUTY 

X-Ray Area: 

Size: SOOsq.ft. 

Issues: Accessibility,Circulation 

Users: 1-5 

Activities: -M 

-Perform x-rays '**' 
-Examination of > ;̂;rays 

, SpatialAnalysis: 
-Accessible from other areas 
-Accommodates movable beds 

i 

Design Requirements: 
-Adjacent to patient rooms/ER 
-Harmful rays isolated from other users 
-Accessible to surgical rooms 

surgery 

X-RAY 

. . 

ER/patients 

y 

/ 
1 

rays 
•' b l ocked 



FACILITY 

Design Requirements: 
-Allow for laundry to access by hallways 
-Placed on level with few to no patient interaction 
-Venting for washers and driers 

Building 

secluded port of 
building 

SpatialAnalysis 

Laundry: M 

Size: SOOsq.ft. B 

Issues: Accessibility,Circulation,Privacy 

Users: l-IO 

Activities: 
-Clean and sanitize linens 
-Prepare and store clean linens 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Accessible from multiple areas 
-Out of public's view 
-Secure from public 



SpatialAnalysis 

FACILITY 

Men/Women Lockers: 

Size: lOOOsq.ft. 

Issues: Accessibility,Security,Privacy 

Users: l-IO 

Design Requirements: 
-Cleanable surfaces-tile 
-Secure access for personnel only 
-Mens RR-1 toilet and urinal 
-Women RR-2 toilets 

Activities: 
-Showering 
-Dressing 

; -Personal Hygiene 

t SpatialAnalysis: 
f -Clean 

-Private ^ 
-Secure W 

men & v/omen 
locker rms 

private 

Dublic 



SpatialAnalysis 

Loading/Delvery: 

Size: 750 sq.ft. 

Issues: Accessibility,Security 

Users: l-IO 

Activities: 
-Places to receive deliveries 
-Area to categorize and inventory items 

I 
SpatialAnalysis: 
-Accessible from other areas 
-Secure from public 
-Access from outside 

FACIUTY 

Design Requirements: 
-Placed in rear of building 
-Direct access from exterior 
-Placed out of view of public 
-Use masking elements to hide purpose 



FACILITY 
Space Sunnmary 

Space Designation 
Entrance 
Emergency Room/Ward 

-Operating Units 
-Treatment 

Ind. Beds 
Double Beds 

-Nurse/Triage 
-Staff Lockers ,s 
-Restroom 
-RR-stafl' 
-Waiting 
-Equipment 

Nurses Station 
Doctor's Office 
Cafeteria 

-Kitchen 
-Cafeteria 

Surgery Suite 
Waiting/Seating 
Custodial 

# of Users 
20 
40 

i^ 

1 20 

1 ^ 1 ^ 
i ^ 
i 0̂ 1 '° i ^̂  

3 

Quantity 
1 

4 

12 
4 
14 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
5 

1 
1 
4 
2 
2 

N e t Square Footage 
600 

6400 

1200 
800 

1400 
300 
200 
200 
900 
800 
150 
600 

500 
750 

9600 
1000 
300 



FACILITY 
Space Sunnmary 

Spac e Design 
Restroom 
Storage 
Pharmacy 
Admin.Offices 

ation 

Mechanical/Electrical 
Chapel 
X-Ray 
Laundry 
M/W Lockers 
Loading 
Tota 
Tota 
Gros 

INetSq. 
1 Usable 
sSq.Ft. 

Ft. 
Sq.Ft. 

# of Users 
4 
4 
5 
2 
2 

20 
5 

10 
10 
10 

Quantity 
2 
1 
1 

10 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 

Net : Square Footage 
450 
400 
200 
1200 

3l000x.l5=4650 

35,650x1.2= 
42,780x1.2= 

300 
500 
500 
1000 
750 

35,650 
=42,780 
=51,336 

Parking 35 beds x 2 spots=70 spots + 40 spots= 110 total spots 
I lOx 180sq.ft.= 19,800 sq.ft. of parking 

Total Site Area 192,900 sq.ft. 
Total Area Landscaped (min imum) 10% x 192,900= 19,200 sq.ft 
Total Built Area 192,900-19,800- 19,200= 153,900 sq.ft. 



FAaUTY 
Spatial Matrix 

Entrance 

Emergency/ward 
Nurse station 

Doctor offices 

Cafeteria 

Surgery suite 

Waiting/seating 
Custodial 

Restrooms 

Storage 

Pharmacy 

Administration Offices 

Mechanical/Electrical 
Chapel 

X-Ray 

Men Locker Rocms 
Women locker R'ooms 

Loading/Delivery 

0 Highly Related 

d Moderately Related 

O Not Related 

2w> 



FACIUTY 
SpatialAnalysis 

AIDS Hospice SpatialAnalysis 

The preceding spatial analysis was constructed for the children's hospital design. The 
Schematics for the children's hospital was done prior to me changing my project to an 
AIDS hospice. There are similar aspects between the children's hospital and theAIDS 
hospice. Some of the information can and will repeat itself in the following pages of the 
new spatial analysis for theAIDS hospice. 



SpatialAnalysis 

ACILITY 

Entrance/Lobby 

Size: 400 sq.ft. 

Issues: CirculationAccessibility,ldentifiable 
entrance 

Users: 1-15 

Activities: » 
-Orientation point 
-Information center 
-Seating or waiting 

'' SpatialAnalysis: 
-Easily locate/identifiable as main entrance 
-Accessible from parking 
-Provide information for locating areas of 

hospital 

Design Requirements: 
-Double doors- automatic 
-Seating in entrance area 
-Different materials or forms to identify entrance 
-Hierarchy of entrances 

CO 



Users: 1-2 

FACIL 

',:9 

J? 

SpatialAnalysis 

Nurse's Station 

Size: 80 sq.ft ?! 

Issues: CirculationAccessibility,Organized, 
centrally located 

Design Requirements: 
-Clear views of patient rooms 
-Multiple exits or paths will be place 
spaces 
-Computer station/files for informa 
-Centralized location 

Activities: 
-Information center 
-Station to care for and oversee patients 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Organized 
-Multiple exits or paths to get to patients 
rooms 
-Ability to respond to patient and doctor 
requests quickly 

< : ^ 

.•UE 



SpatialAnalysis 

Nurse's Station 

Size: 80 sq.ft. 

Issues: CirculationAccessibility,Organized, 
centrally located 

Users: 1-2 

Activities: 
-Information center 
-Station to care for and oversee patients 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Organized 
-Multiple exits or paths to get to patients 
rooms 
-Ability to respond to patient and doctor 
requests quickly 

h-

FACILITY 

Design Requirements: 
-Clear views of patient rooms 
-Multiple exits or paths will be placed in convenient 
spaces 
-Computer station/files for information retrieval 
-Centralized location 

< > ^ 

45 



FACILITY 
SpatialAnalysis 

Doctor Offices 

Size: 120 sq.ft. 

Issues: Accessibility.solitude. sanctuary 

Users: I 

Activities: 

-Place where doctors can do paper work and 
have meetings 
-A refuge for doctors while at work 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Accessible easily for patients 
-Secure/Semi-private from public 
-Relaxing, comfortable 

Design Requirements: 
-Adjacent to main entrance, administration 
-Easy access to patients- corridor leading to patient 
rooms 
-The sterileness of the hospital can be changed to a 
more relaxing feel 

•s^^* 



FACIUTY 

Design Requirements: 
-Adjacent to delivery or accessible to 
delivery 
-Stimulating-take mind off illness - retreatfor 
doctors.family members.and staff 
-Not adjacent to patient rooms 

t-

SpatialAnalysis 

Cafeteria 

Size: lOOOsq.ft. 

Issues: CirculationAccessibility,Retreat 

Users: 40 

Activities: 
-Kitchen- food preperation,distribution, 
storage 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Inviting 
-Accessible from multiple areas 



SpatialAnalysis 

FACIUTY 

Custodial Spaces 

Size: 300 sq.ft. 

Issues: Security.Organization 

Users: 1-3 

Activities: 
-Place to store cleaning materials 
-Custodial break area 

SpatialAnalysis: | 
-Clean 
-organized 
-Storage 

Design Requirements: 
-Placed out of view of public 
-Door must lock and be secured 
-Centralized to get to throughout building 

custodial space 

public \ public 

o o 
views blocked 



SpatialAnalysis 

Restroom: 

Size: 225 sq.ft. 

Issues: Accessibility.Cleanliness 

Users: 1-4 

FACILITY 

Design Requirements: 
-Placed in public areawith privacy of user 
-Adjacent to multiple area for multiple zone use 
-Cleanable surfaces like tile and concrete 
-ADA compilable 

Activities: 
-Grooming 
-Personal Hygiene 

SpatialAnalysis: J 
-Private 
-Clean 

public 

RR 

public 

viewable 



SpatialAnalysis 

FACILITY 

Storage: 

Size: 400 sq.ft. 

Issues: SecurityAccessibility,Privacy 

Users: 1-2 m 

Activities: 
-Places to store medical equipment 
-Place to store furniture 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Organized 
-Accessible from other areas 

Design Requirements: 
-Placed out of view to the public 
-Secured from public- door locked 
-Accessible from patient rooms/ER 

delivery 

public 
•4 
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r^ storage 
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SpatialAnalysis 

Pharmacy: 

Size: 200 sq.ft. 

Issues: Safety,Security,Distribution 

Users: 1-5 

Activities: 
-Distribution of medication 
-Storage of medication 

I SpatialAnalysis: ^ 
I -Room secure from non-employees 
I -Accessible from other areas 
I -Well documented transferrals 

f^ 

FACILITY 

Design Requirements: 
-Adjacent to patient rooms/ER 
-Secure door, only access to pharmacists 
-Counter for distribution and recording medication 
distribution 
-One access door for safety 

distribution 

one way access 



SpatialAnalysis 

Facility Director: 

Size: 120sq.ft. 

Issues: Accessibility,Circulation,Welcoming 

Users: I 

Activities: 
-Offices to house administration duties 
-Business side of hospital to be done here 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Comfortable 
-Accessible for users from main entrance 
-Accessible from other areas of hospital 

FACIUTY 

Design Requirements: 
-Adjacent to main entrance 
-Adjacent to doctors offices 
-Welcoming materials-wood, carpet 
-Have own facilities I 



SpatialAnalysis 

FACIUTY 

Medical Director: 

Size: I20sq.fc. 

Issues: Accessibility,Circulation,Welcoming 

Users: I M 

Design Requirements: 
-Adjacent to main entrance 
-Adjacent to doctors offices 
-Welcoming materials-wood, carpet 

i 

Activities: 
-Offices to house administration duties 
-Medical aspects of hospice 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Comfortable 
-Accessible for users from main entrance 
-Accessible from other areas of hospital 

si 

I 



SpatialAnalysis 

Men/Women Lockers: 

Size: SOOsq.ft. J 

Issues: Accessibility,Security,Privacy 

Users: l-IO 

Activities: M 

-Dressing « 
-Personal Hygiene 

iSpatialAnalysis: 
-Clean 
-Private 
-Secure 

FACIUTY 

Design Requirements: 
-Cleanable surfaces-tile 
-Secure access for personnel only 

men & women 
locker rms 

private 

Dublic 



FACILITY 
SpatialAnalysis 

Mechanical /Service: 

Size: 750 sq.ft. 

Issues: Accessibillty,Security 

Users: l-IO 1 

Activities: 

-Places to receive deliveries 
-Area to categorize and inventory items 

'is 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Accessible from other areas 
-Secure from public 
-Access from outside 

i l 

Design Requirements: 
-Placed in rear of building 
-Direct access from exterior 
-Placed out of view of public 
-Use masking elements to hide purpose 



SpatialAnalysis 

Support Room: 

Size: I200sq.ft. 

Issues: Accessibility,Security,Privacy 

Users: 1-20 

Activities: 

-Meetings with parents 
-Someone to talk to 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Clean 
-Private 
-Secure 

FACIUTY 

Design Requirements: 
-Different seating arrangements 
-Secure access for families and patients 



SpatialAnalysis 

Educational Room: 

Size: I200sq.ft. I 

Issues: Accessibility,Security,Privacy 

Users: 1-20 I 

Activities: " 

-Meetings with parents 
-Someone to talk to 
-Kids get information regarding illness 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Clean 
-Private 
-Secure 

FACIUTY 

Design Requirements: 
-Different seating arrangements 
-Secure access for families and patients 

57 



SpatialAnalysis 

Patient Rooms: 

Size: 200 sq.ft. 

Issues: Accessibility,Security,Privacy 

Users: I M 

Activities: ^ 

-Sleeping 
-Personal/Private Space 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Clean 
-Private 
-Secure 

FACIUTY 

Design Requirements: 
-Comfortable surroundings 
-Different surfaces for stimuli 
-Colorful paints/finishes 



Playrooms: 

Size: I SOOsq.ft. 

Issues: Accessibility,Security,Privacy 

Users: 1-15 

FACILITY 

Design Requirements: 
-Cleanable surfaces-tile 
-Secure access for patients 
-Capturing the views from site 



FACILITY 
SpatialAnalysis 

Courtyard: 

Size: 2000sq.ft:. 

Issues: Accessibility.Security.Privacy 

Users: 1-25 

Activities: 
-Relaxing 
-Personal Reflection 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Landscaped 
-Private 
-Secure 

Design Requirements: 
-Plenty of trees and flowers 
-Secure access for patients and femily 
-Transparent towards the community 



SpatialAnalysis 

Treatment Rooms: 

Size: 300sq.ft. 

Issues: Accessibility.Security.Privacy 

Users: 1-3 

Activities: -
-Medical Examinations 
-Blood tests 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Clean 
-Private 
-Close to patient wings 

tACxLJu i i'' 

Design Requirements: 
-Cleanable surfaces-tile 
-Secure access for patients 
-Not too industrial,calmingfor patients 



FACIUTY 
SpatialAnalysis 

Laboratory: 

Size: 500sq.fi:. 

Issues: Accessibility,Security,Privacy 

Users: 1-2 

Activities: 
-Lab work 
-Blood testing 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Clean 
-Private 
-Secure 

Design Requirements: 
-Cleanable surfaces-tile 
-Secure access for personnel only 
-Modern technology and equipment 
For quick results 

http://500sq.fi


i? 

SpatialAnalysis 

SittingAreas: 

Size: SOOsq.ft:. 

Issues: Accessibility,Security,Privacy 

Users: l-IO 

Activities: 
-Reading 
-Quiet time/Relaxing time 

SpatialAnalysis 
-Comfortable 
-Private 
-Secure 

FACIUTY 

Design Requirements: 
-Soft chairs 
-Privacy for patients bedrooms 
-Plenty of natural light 
-Nice, relaxing views 



Activities: 
-Meetings 
-Family discussions 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Comfortable 
-Private 
-Secure 

FACILITY 
SpatialAnalysis 

Conference Room: 

Size: SOOsq.ft:. 

Issues: Accessibility.Security.Privacy 

Users: l-IO ^ 

Design Requirements: 
-Soft chairs 
-Privacy for patients and families 
-Plenty of natural light 
-Comforting 



SpatialAnalysis .̂  

Security: '^ 

SjzcLlSOsq.ft:. 

Issues: Accessibility.Security.Privacy 

Users: 1-2 

Activities: 
-Monitoring the facility 
-Securing building 

I 
SpatialAnalysis: 
-Secure 
-Private 

FACILITY 

Design Requirements; 
-Well equipped with electronic surveillance 
-Private/separate entrance 
-Accessibility to other portions of fecility 



SpatialAnalysis 

Staff Lounge: 

Size: 800sq.ft:. 

issues: Accessibility.Security.Privacy 

Users: l-IO 

Activities: 
-Reading 
-Eating food/snacks 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Comfortable 
-Private 
-Secure 

FACILITY 

Design Requirements: 
-Soft chairs 
-Privacy for patients bedrooms 
-Plenty of natural light 
-Nice, relaxing views 



SpatialAnalysis 

File Room: 

Size: ISOsq.ft. 

Issues: Accessibility.Security.Privacy 

Users: 1-2 

Activities: 
-Storage of files 
-Office supply/equipment storage 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Efficient 
-Private 
-Secure 

FACILITY 

Design Requirements: 
-Located next to admissions 
-Secured for personnel access only 
-Fire suppressant system 
-Adequately organized 



SpatialAnalysis 

'4 
Admissions: 

Size: ISOsq.ft:. 

Issues: Accessibility.Security.Privacy 

Users: 1-2 

Activities: 
-Admitting Patients 
-Directing people as they enter 

SpatialAnalysis: 
-Efficient 
-Next to f i le room 
-Secure 

FACILITY 

Design Requirements: 
-Located next to entrance 
-Secured for personnel access only 
-Room for workers to move around 
and retrieve files 



Space Sunnmary 

• 

n 

-

1 
1 i 
' 

I: Space Designation 
j Entrance 

Treatment Rooms 
Nurses Station 
Doctor's Office 
Cafeteria 
Custodial 

i Laboratory 
^' Security 

Conference Room 
Staff Lounge 
File Room 
Facility Director 
Medical Director 
Support Room 
Educational Room 
Patient Bedrooms 
Playrooms 
SittingAreas 
Total Net Sq.Ft. 
Total Usable Sq.Ft. 
Gross Sq.Ft. 

# of Users 
20 
4 
4 
1 

40 
3 
2 
2 
10 
10 
2 
1 
1 

20 
20 

1 
IS 
10 

Quantity 
1 
2 

1 

15 
2 
2 

14,510 
17,412 

Net 

x l .2 
x l .2 

Square Footage 
600 
600 
ISO 
120 

1000 
300 
500 
ISO 
500 
800 
ISO 
120 
120 

1200 
1200 
3000 
3000 
1000 

14,510 
= 17,412 
=20,894 



Spatial Matrix 

FACILITY 

Entrance 

Treatment Roonns 

Nurse station 

Doctor offices 

Cofeteria 

Laboratory 

Playrooms 

Custodial 

Restroonns 

Storage 

Pharmacy 

Focility Director 

Medical Director 

Support Room 

Educational Room 

Staff Lounge 

Patient Rooms 

Sitting Areas 

# Highly Related 

3 Moderately Related 

O Not Related 



FACILITY 

ar 
Precedents 

Communicare Chemical Dependency Unit 
-Oxford, Mississippi 
-Architect: Howorth & Associates 
-Size: 14,899 square feet 
-Cost: $2.2 million 
-Completion date: 2000 

^ " ^ 1 

-sswart^P? 

Figure 13: Exterior view of building 

The Communicare Chemical Dependency Unit is a 48 bed residential for the 
treatment of drug and alcohol dependency. The unit, at one point in time, only 
housed men but now one-quarter of the new building's room are dedicated to 
women. Though the architects had a challenge keeping the men's and women's 
functions separate. The site allows for paths and scenic views around the 
building. The patients laid some of the pavers themselves anaund the building and 
a local Boy Scout troop created a scenic path through the site. 

•3-

; ^ : : 
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Figure 14: Site Plan 

Figure 15: Exterior of building 



FACIUTY 
Precedents 

Sekii Ladies Clinic 
-Furukawa,Miyagi,Japan 
-Architect Hitoshi Abe &Atl ier HitoshiAbe 
-Size: 16,568 square feet 
-Cost: $3.4 million 
-Completion date: 2000 

This ladies clinic manipulates volume, light and shadow to create a sanctuary 
for the patients. The architects wanted to create a transition from the nest of 
the area into a sacred one. They wanted a place where the mothers could 
welcome their children into the world in a nurturing place. The ground floor 
clinic is organized around a circular spine with glass and gardens wrapping 
around the entire first f loor The wrapping creates a border between the 
outside and inside. The comfort the architects want to create for the patients 
is similar to my idea that children need a place of comfort. 

Figure 16: Exterior of building 

Figure 17- Exterior of building 



Precedents 

Sekii Ladies Clinic 

m> 
j ^ - i i r - i 

Figure 18: Floor plan 
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FACIUTY 

Figure 19: View of courtyard 
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History of Lubbock 
ffi:'j^=^aaL^a5aas2£g:a£i'^-j 

Lubbock,Texas is located on the South Plains ofWest Texas, 327 miles northwest of Dallas and 122 miles south of Amarillo and is 
the largest city on the South Plains with a population of 202,000. Lubbock was founded by farmers and ranchers in the late 1800s. 
As two neighboring towns competed for survival, representatives from each town. Old Lubbock and Monterey, agreed to 
combine the two settlements and form a new town, they called it Lubbock. On December 19, 1890, Lubbock was formed on a 
new site, named forThomas S. Lubbock,formerTexas Ranger and brother to Francis R. Lubbock,governor ofTexas during the Civil 
War'. On March 10, 1981, Lubbock was elected county seat and soon thereafter settlers began to arrive. The early setders 
armed and ranched on the dry plains ofTexas, many facing hardships with little surface water and occossional prairie fires. The 
early settlers suffered until water was discovered shallowly under the surface. Soon windmills peppered the country-side, 
allowing for the agricultural rich land to be plowed and sowed with crops\ As the South Plains was once a bastion for buffalo,now 
the land favors cotton and other crops. Today, Lubbock and the South Plains are leaders in the production of cotton and other 
crops like soy and peanuts. 

After the Lubbock Leader, Lubbock's first newspaper moved to Plainview in 1889, the Lubbock Avo/anche was founded. In 1890, 
the Avalanche was published, the namesake coming in the manner in which it was to hit the streets.'like an avalanche.' In 1922 the 
Plains Agricultural Journal began publication ans was soon absorbed by the iAva/onche in 1926. The Lubbock Avalanche-Joumal,z.s it is 
called converted to a morning edition paper in 1987,thus serving many Lubbock citizens diligently. 



CONTEXT 
History of Lubbock 

As the industries of Lubbock grew, so did the population. The population was intertwined with industry from the get go. As 
farming and agriculture exploded on the South Plains, eventually becoming a $22 billion industry, the population also exploded. In 
1910 the population was 1,938 and sky rocketed to 122,691 in 1960. During the decade of 1940-1950, Lubbock was the second 
most rapidly growing city behind Albuquerque. In 1980s Lubbock's population grew to 187,000, eighth largest in the state. 
Lubbock has grown over the 200,000 in the last 25 years^ 

On February 10, l923,theTexas Legislature approved the establishment ofTexas Technological College to be located in Lubbock, 
Texas. In September 1925,Texas Technological College opened its doors to its 914 students with four schools: Agriculture, 
Engineering, Home Economics, and Liberal Arts. In 1969 the legislature approved a name change from at Texas Technological 
College to Texas Tech University, thus widening the door to students for a first-class education. By 1990, enrollment was just over 
25,000 with 1, 159 faculty members. The establishment ofTexas Tech University in Lubbock cemented it as a leader in West Texas 
and the South Plains^ 

Lubbock has many highways and interstates to get from Lubbock to any place in Texas. Lubbock is about 400 miles to any large 
city inTexas and the highway system can accommodate it. Interstate 27 opened in 1958 coming south fromAmarillo and Highway 
84 runs from northwest to southeast. U.S. Highway 87 runs north and south through the city toward Lamesa. U.S. Highway 62/82 
and State Highway 114 runs east to west. Lubbock International Airport services much ofTexas and the United States. Major 
airliners provide services for people to get where they want to go,national to international destinations. 



CONTEXT 
Demographics 

Population: 
1910-1.938 
1920-4,051 
1930-20,520 
1940-31.853 
1950-71.747 
1960-128.691 
1970-149.101 
1980-173.979 
193-0-186.206 
2000-199,564 

AgK 
Under 19 years: 5,493; 
2©-34 years: 54J76; 
35-64 years: 63,667; 
^SxdiMet: 22.188; 

Race: 
Anglo-61.0% 
Hispanic - 17.5% 
African-American -8,5% 
Other-3.0% 

2004 HHS Poverty Guidelines: 

29.8% 
27-1% 
31: ,9% 

Size of 
Family Unit 

1 
2 
3 
4 

48Contiguous 
States and D,C. 

$9,310 
1^490 
15,670 
18,850 

Alaska 
$11,630 

15,610 
19,590 
23,570 

Hawaii 
$10,700 

14,360 
18.020 
21,bBQ 



Demographics 

CONTEXT 

Population: 
1910-1,938 
1920-4,051 
1930-20,520 
1940-31,853 
1950-71,747 
1960-128,691 
1970-149,101 
1980-173,979 
1990-186,206 
2000-199,564 

Age: 
Under 19 years: 
20-34 years: 
35-64 years: 
65 and older: 

5,493; 
54,176; 
63,667; 
22,188; 

•1 

29.8% 
27.1% 
31.9% 
11.1% 

Race: 
Anglo-61.0% 
Hispanic-17.5% 
African-American -8.5% 
Other-3.0% 

2004 HHS Poverty Guidelines: 
Size of 

Family Unit 
1 
2 
3 
4 

48Contiguous 
States and D.C. 

$9,310 
12,490 
15,670 
18,850 

Alaska 
$11,630 

15,610 
19,590 
23,570 

Hawaii 
$10,700 

14,360 
18,020 
21,680 



Climate Conditions 

CONTEXT 

Lubbock Temperature 
Avg. Temperature 
Avg. Max Temperature 
Avg. Min Temperature 
Days with Max Temp of 90 F 

Or Higher 
Days with Min Temp Below 

Freezing 

Lubbock Heating and Cooling 
Heating Degree Days 
Cooling Degree Days 

Lubbock Precipitation 
Precipitation (inches) 
Days with Precipitation 0.01 

Inch or More 
Monthly Snowfall (inches) 

other Lubbock Weather Indicators 
Average Wind Speed 
Clear Days 
Partly Cloudy Days 
Cloudy Days 
Percent of Possible Sunshine 
Avg. Relative Humidity 

Jan 
38.8 
52.9 
24.6 

0.0 

Feb 
43.1 
57.6 
28.6 
0.0 

Mar Apr 
51.2 61,1 
66.0 75.4 
36.4 46.7 
< 0.5 2.0 

May 
69.4 
83.1 
55.8 
8.0 

Jun 
77.2 
90.0 
64.3 
18.0 

Jul 
80.0 
91.9 
68.0 
22.0 

Aug 
77.9 
89.6 
66.2 
20.0 

Sep 
71.1 
82.9 
59.4 
9.0 

Oct 
61.4 
74.7 
48.1 
1.0 

Nov 
49.8 
63.2 
36.5 
0.0 

Dec 
40.6 
54.1 
27.2 
0.0 

Annual 
60.1 
73.5 
46.8 
80.0 

25.0 19.0 11.0 2.0 <0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 12.0 23.0 93.0 

Jan 
812 
0.0 

Jan 
0.4 
4.0 

2.4 

Jan 
12.0 
12.0 
6.0 

12.0 
65.0 
62.0 

Feb 
613 
0.0 

Feb 
0.7 
4.0 

2.8 

Feb 
13.2 
11.0 
7.0 
10.0 
66.0 
61.5 

Mar 
437 
10.0 

Mar 
0.9 
4.0 

1.4 

Mar 
14.7 
12.0 
9.0 
11.0 
73.0 
58.5 

Apr 
161 
44.0 

Apr 
1.0 
4.0 

0.2 

Apr 
14.7 
12.0 
9.0 
9.0 
74.0 
54.5 

May 
25.0 
162 

May 
2.4 
7.0 

<0.0£ 

May 
14,2 
11,0 
11,0 
9.0 
71.0 
57.5 

Jun 
0.0 
366 

Jun 
2.8 
7.0 

<0.0E 

Jun 
13.6 
14.0 
11.0 
6.0 
76.0 
60.5 

Jul 
0.0 
465 

Jul 
2.4 
7.0 

Aug 
0.0 
400 

Aug 
2.5 
7.0 

<0.05 

Jul 
11.4 
14.0 
11.0 
6.0 
77.0 
59.5 

Aug 
10.1 
15.0 
10.0 
6.0 
76.0 
63.0 

Sep 
17.0 
200 

Sep 
2.6 
6.0 

0.0 

Sep 
10.5 
14.0 
8.0 
8.0 
71.0 
65.0 

Oct 
154 
42.0 

Oct 
1.9 
5.0 

0.0 

Oct 
11.2 
17.0 
7.0 
8.0 
75.0 
65,5 

Nov 
456 
0.0 

Nov 
0.8 
3.0 

0.2 

Nov 
11.7 
15.0 
7.0 
9.0 
69.0 
61.0 

Dec 
756 
0.0 

Dec 
0.5 
4.0 

1.1 

Dec 
11.8 
13.0 
7.0 
11.0 
65.0 
59.5 

Annual 
3431 
1689 

Annual 
18.6 
63.0 

1.89.9 

Annual 
12.4 
160 
102 
103 
72,0 
61.5 



CONTEXT 
Site Location 

The site is situated in a fairly lower-class area of Lubbock, an area that does not have many hospitals or health facilities for the 
community members. The site is located in east Lubbock along Martin Luther KingJr.Boulevard. The site is bounded on the east 
by Redbud Avenue and on the west by MLK. To north are the Canyon Lakes and Canyon Lakes Drive. Towards the south is 
residential housing and a church. The views from the site to the west,north and east are ideal for a hospice community 

The surrounding area is populated by two Lubbock Independent Schools, Dunbar Junior High School andWheatley ElementaryA 
Boys and Girls Club is located to the east of the site, as well as a park to the west. Traffic along the site is mainly restricted to MLK 
which runs north and south. This is the main thoroughfare in the area,noise considerations must be accounted for The existing 
site is relatively even throughout the site but as the site progresses towards the north, the terrain starts to slope. The views from 
the site are good and should be taken advantage of. 
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Figure 20: Region/Area Map Figure 21: City Map Figure 22: SiteLocation 



Site Photographs 

Panoramic looking at site 

Panoramic looking fronn site 

• 
Panoramic lool<ing from site towards downtown 



Site Photographs 



SiteAnalysis 



SiteAnalysis 

CONTEXT 
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Issues 
nw..TTO^>f./pnFT'mw'T)Hefirrrym."i>wiaaiTR»tF''pr.^^ 

.^ Issue I: Security 

Goal: To provide a sense of security for the users of the building. 

PR I: The building should be located toward the central portion of the site to leave a buffer zone 
between the site and the areas beyond the site. 

PR 2: Light fixtures should provide adequate illumination for the patrons and for parking. 

PR 3: A secure fence or boundary should be placed around the perimeter of the site. 

Concept Diagrams 

PR I 
PR 2 PR 3 



Issues 

issue 2: Access 

Goal: The building needs to be easily accessible for patrons as well as medical professionals from multiple 
areas. 

P R I : The site will have multiple entrances/exits on MLK and OakAve.to accommodate emergencies 
and general access. 

PR 2: Parking will be easily accessible by being in the front and on the side of the building. 

PR 3: Staff parking and entrance will be separate to ensure less congestion and appropriate space for 
The patients and their femilies. 

Concept Diagrams 
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Issues 

issue 3: Community Identity 

Goal: To create a building that relates well to the surrounding area,structures and scale. 

PR I: The building needs to be one to two stories as to not to overpower every other structure in 
the area. 

PR 2: The building should have a unique design concept that brings unity and a sense of pride to the 
community. 

Concept Diagrams 

•--fe--<;^,:. ••:;;^^;; '^•^•'r':;:< (ri^<^^i^ 

TOO much 
difference In scole 

PR I PR 2 



Precedents 

Odontology Clinic^ 
-Orlandia, brazil 
-Architect: MMBB 
-Size: 1,937 square feet 

This dental clinic takes lessons from the neighboring homes and buildings. 
The homes were built with a lower level allowing humidity to rise through 
the building. The architects took ideas from the context around the site and 
used them to create a clinic that uses these elements well. The idea that a 
clinic could be created using simple ideas is great but since the architect used 
ideas and techniques from the site is even better. My idea to create an AIDS 
Hospice that would fit into the area by complementing the context and not 
contradicting it is possible as shown with this clinic. 



Precedents 

Sunrise Canyon Hospital 
-Lubbock,Texas 
-Mental Health Mental Retardation Center 

The Sunrise Canyon Hospital is located just north and east of my site in 
Lubbock,Texas. I looked at this fecility to get an idea at what type of hospice 
I wanted to design. The hospital has 30 beds that cater to all sorts of mental 
patients. The fecility is located on a prime site that overlooks the Canyon 
Lakes and takes full advantage of their views. The facility is constructed of 
stone and brick with a standing seam metal roof. There are no walls,fences 
or barriers obstructing the patient's views of the lakes. My hospice used this 
as a model to allow theAIDS patients to look upon the area in every 
possible direction. 
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Response 

Thesis Statement 

To create an AIDS hospice for children located in Lubbock,Texas that would provide an atmosphere of 
comfort and community. The connectivity within the building, site and community can project a place 
of safety so the children feel at home. 

The design of this AIDS hospice was rooted in a desire to create something for children. Initially I was determined to 
design some other facility for children but as I changed my facility I grew to respect this facility I began to 
understand the pain and trouble children have fighting this illness and the difficulty the world has fighting this illness. 
The design responds to research gathered to support a child's recovery and comfort in an unfamiliar environment. 



Response to Theoretical Issues 

Issue I: Color 

Goaf: To provide an architectural environment that patients can emotionally and physically develop a healthy 
psyche. 

PR I: Use a color palette that is conducive to healing and favorable to emotions throughout the 

building. 

Solution: The building's interior spaces use color to help alleviate and reduce stress. The playrooms 
and patient rooms use colors that can be beneficial to the children's recovery. The other 
aspects of the facility also use color in their design. The different rooms, including 
corridors and treatment rooms, also use a colorful palette. 

PR 2: The building should respond to color theory by using non primary colors but using tertiary 

colors. 

Solution: By using colors in the different rooms throughout the facility I was able to develop spaces 
that could be used by patients that are more comfortable. The aqua blues in the playroom 
and the light shade of yellows in the patient rooms demonstrate the colors used. 



Response to Theoretical Issues 

Issue i: Color (cont) 

Goal: To provide an architectural environment that patients can emotionally and physically develop a healthy 
psyche. 

PR 3: The building will use color as a product of wayfinding, a way to navigate and categorize the 
building. 

Solution: By separating the different functions of the fecility into the three distinct wings, the medical 
and service wing and the two patient wings, the building was more susceptible to using 
color in the different wings as wayfi 
the medical and service wing, 

color than 



Response to Theoretical Issues 

Issue 2: Emotions 

Goal: The architecture should provide a nurturing environment that stimulates the senses and the mind of 
every one of its users. 

PR I: The building should stimulate the sense by changing textures and materials to cultivate change. 

Solution: Research suggests that a child's mind and recovery responds well to stimuli other than the 
prescribed medicine. Having changes in wall textures that differ allows the child to 
physically engage the facility The sensations the brain receives stimulates portions of the 
body that can have a positive effect on the recovery process. Though unseen in the 
designed presentation, the textures vary in the playroom and the patient rooms for 
Example. The different textures used; rough, bare stone and an opposing smooth painted 
surface, can stimulate the child as he touches the different surfeces. 

PR 2: The building will use child psychology as a tool in the design 

Solution: A child's recovery and comfort can be directly related to their environment. I designed the 
hospice to reflect that relationship. The bedrooms are an example, I designed the 
bedrooms to be like a room the child would have in a home rather than one like a hospital. 
The familiar environment of home can bring peace to a child suffering. 



Response to Theoretical Issues 

Issue 2: Emotions (cont) 

Goal: The architecture should provide a nurturing environment that stimulates the senses and the mind of 
every one of its users. 

PR 3: The use of stimuli will foster a learning and healing environment through technology 

Solution: A child's life with HIV/AIDS is about adaptation. The ability of the body to adapt to the 
fighting of the virus. The education and support rooms in the facility help the child to learn 
to about the virus and learn about the new developing medications to combat the virus. 
The education the children and their families get can help them effectively combat the 
Illness. 



Response to Theoretical Issues 

Issue 3: Societal Responsibility 

Goal: Architects need to be socially available and involved in the building in order to design a healing 
environment. 

PR I: The building should relate to the site by inclusion of characteristics that reflect qualities of the 
neighborhood. 

Solution: The building relates to the site by using brick and stone as its external materials. I 
designed the building's fecade to incorporate limestone and brick to make the building look 
like it belongs on the site. The permanence of the materials help connect the building to 
the site and the community. 

PR 2: The building will use direct involvement with the community. 

Solution: The building uses its corridors between the wings as a connection to the community I 
£, wanted the building to have a transparent element to allow the community to see what is 
W going on inside the facility but still provide security to the patients. The glass corridors 

allows both the community residents and the patients to see beyond the walls of the 
fecility. 

w 



Response to Theoretical Issues 

Issue 3: Societal Responsibility (cont) 

Goal: Architects need to be socially available and involved in the building in order to design a healing 
environment. 

PR 3: The community needs to accept the facility and children as it has the Boys and Girls Club down 
the road. 

Solution: The social stigma of HIV/AIDS has diminished over the past ten years due to strong 
awareness campaigns. The community needs to embrace the facility and children to help 
make the two a complete community I designed the building in a way that makes the 
fecility approachable by not enclosing the site by fences or walls but leaving the site open 
for all to enjoy. 



Response to Facility Issues 

Issue I: F o r m 

Goal: The creation of a building that uses forms and textures in an exciting way to help stimulate the 
children and users of the building. 

PR I: Familiar shapes like spheres,cubes, and pyramids can be used delicately to transform a sterile 
environment 

Solution: The geometric shapes were not overly used in the design of the building but playful forms 
were used as part of the design. I used shapes to form the porch overhangs of the 
playrooms. The overhangs are in a triangular shape to accentuate the playroom locations. 

PR 2: The exterior of the building will use changes in materials, color and texture to create visual 
interest and to help identify the entrances. 

Solution: The building uses stone and a brick wainscot throughout the building's exterior facades. I 
allowed the entrance to be designed with stone from top to bottom to designate the 
importance of the entry. I also used a curved canopy for the entrance to help it stand out. 



Response to Facility Issues 

Issue I: Form (cont) 

Goal: The creation of a building that uses forms and textures in an exciting way to help stimulate the 
children and users of the building. 

PR 3: The interiors will create familiar places and fantasies to create a hospice get-away with sitting 
areas and playrooms. 

Solution: I needed to create sitting areas and playrooms to help the patient escape for a while. I 
used the area in front of the patient rooms as a sitting area and created playrooms on the 
ends of the patient wings. 



Response to Facility Issues 

i 

Issue 2: Wayfinding 

Goal: To create a fecility that is easily navigated for the patients and the other users of the building. 

PR I: The building will utilize signs and symbols to differentiate between zones. 

Solution: Though not seen in the final layout, the use of symbols and signs help users orient 
themselves in the hospice facility. 

PR 2: The building will use color and forms to differentiate between zones of the building. 

Solution: The building is divided into three distinct zones; the two patient zones and the 
Medical/service zone. The building uses the concept of the DNA strand. I abstracted the 
DMA strand to design the facility. The connection between the two strands of DNA 
helped me design the connections between the different zones. 



Response to Facility Issues 

Issue 2: Wayfinding (cont) 

Goal: To create a facility that is easily navigated for the patients and the other users of the building. 

PR 3: The building will be categorized into zones to help alleviate problems of orientation. 

Solution: The facility was oriented into the three zones to help with orientation. The separation of 
the medical and service zone, the patient zone and the dining zone does help alleviate 
problems. 



Response to Facility Issues 

Issue 3: Light 

Goal: Create an environment that uses natural light as a strong element in the recovery of a child. 

PR I: The facade of the entry will be built with some type of transparent materials to allow light into 
the building. 

Solution: The entry of the building is designed with an ample glass element. The entry was not only 
designed to allow light to enter the building but to also allow people to see into and out of 
the building. The interaction between the inside and outside can create a strong bond for 
the users of the building 

PR 2: There will be sun areas or sun sitting rooms that allow the kids to get natural sun light 

Solution: The sun areas or sitting rooms are situated in front of the patient rooms along each 
patient wing. The clerestory windows above each wing allows light to get into the wings. 
But it is the sitting areas along the inner wall adjacent to the courtyard that best allows the 
children to get natural light. 



^ 

Response to Facility Issues 

issue 3: Light (cont) 

Goal: Create an environment that uses natural light as a strong element in the recovery of a child. 

PR 3: The integration of indoor and outdoor spaces will allow patients to explore outside healing 
gardens. 

Solution: The central courtyard allows the patients to explore the outside of the building. The glass 
walled corridors also allows the patients to explore and experience the outside. The 
outdoor grounds allows the children to walk the site and get a full experience of the site. 

I inside 
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Response to Contextual Issues 

Issue I: Access 

Goal: The building needs to be easily accessible for patrons as well as medical professionals from multiple 
areas. 

PR I: The site will have a main entrance along East 24th Street that invites people onto the site and 
invites community members. 

Solution: I designed the entrance of the facility to come onto the site using the existing Redbud 
Street. I designed a tree lined drive that welcomes users into the site. The community's 
access to the site and facility are immeasurable. The site is open to all sides which allows 
community interaction at many different levels. 

PR 2: Parking will be easily accessible and situated in a landscaped area to help keep the site 
landscaped and green. 

Solution: The parking lot is designed on the site to allow the users to park in a tree lined lo t The 
experience the users have as they walk from the lot to the building was designed to be like 
"walking in the forest." 



Response to Contextual Issues 

Issue I: Access (cont) 

Goal: The building needs to be easily accessible for patrons as well as medical professionals from multiple 
areas. 

PR 3: Staff entrance will be separate to ensure less congestion and appropriate space for 
the patients and their families. 

Solution: The staff's entrance is located along the south end of the medical and service wing. I 
located the locker room/break room near the entrance to allow easy access for the staff. 



Response to Contextual Issues 

Issue 2: Conrurpunity Identity 

Goal: To create a building that relates well to the surrounding area, structures and scale. 

PR I: The building needs to be one to two stories as to not to overpower every other structure in 
the area. 

Solution: The design of theAIDS hospice was rooted to relate to the community The building is a 
one story fecility that is spread out on the site to allow the building to fully encompass the 
site and highlight the views from the site. 

PR 2: The building should have a unique design concept that brings unity and a sense of pride to the 
community. 

Solution: I decided to design the building in a way that can relate to the site but at the same time 
uniquely identifies itself. The separation of the functions allows the connections to create a 
sense of community for the users. 



Program/Design Changes 

My final design of an AIDS hospice is a drastic change from my original idea. In Master Design Studio 1,1 was 
intent on designing a small children's hospital for children in Lubbock,Texas. I had researched hospitals and child 
psychology all throughout the Spring semester I had researched the effect of hospital stays on children and their 
effect on their recovery process. I had also researched the different effects family and color has on these children. 
The researched suggested that children are more responsive to the healing process if they are in a familiar 
environment. 

As I continued the research phase of the program and eventually wrote my program, I was focused on 
Designing a hospital. In the last 5 weeks of MDSI, I designed two alternative schemes of a children's hospital. During 
the final schematic review I was given encouraging advice to continue on with the hospital design. Over the summer, 
I developed the scheme that Dr Kahera and my advisor. Professor James White, had advised me to da 

During the Fall semester of MDS 11,1 had the fortune to have a new thesis instructor who advised me to 
change my hospital to a medical clinic. He was not confident that a graduate student could accurately design an 
entire children's hospital by themself. I was advised to change the hospital idea and did so. So in my final weeks of 
school I designed theAIDS hospice to the best of my ability Initially, I was not fond of the project but jumped into it 
with little time to spare. I researched the different aspects of HIV/AIDS and the diflerent treatments. During that 
time, I researched the effects HIV/AIDS had on children and how they cope with the illness. As the researched 
painted a scary and painful picture on the children's lives, I began to embrace my new design. As time went on and 
the research continued, my enthusiasm grew and ny design grew from there. 



Conceptual Basis 

'* My initial design was conceived as a hospice community for AIDS patients to come and live. The community 
was ideally envisioned as separate entities like a compound. I began sketching ideas and looking over the research I 
had compiled. One section of research had references to DNA in it The research also included pictures of the 
double helix in DNA. I began to sketch ideas to try to focus on the building. As my initial ideas began to develop and 
the ideas of separating the functions of the building developed I was intrigued by the connectivity of the wings to 
each other I was initially going to leave the different wings separate buildings but the connections between them 
were too strong. I remembered the DNA image and used it as an idea to connect the individual buildings. 

The building was designed to be a hospice for children which would provide a sense of security and 
community. The building being centered around a courtyard allowed me to create a community for the patients. The 
building created a compound that enables the patients to feel secure with the courtyard but at the same time allows 
them to feel connected to the outside community I mean they are not confined to spaces and walls. 



Design Review 

Preliminary Review 

During preliminary reviews I had my hospital design up and presented it My thesis instructor and advisor 
raised questions about some of the functions and how they interact My site was questioned because it was my a 
conceptual site plan and underdeveloped. Questions were raised about the plan and how the form effected the 
functions. Many aspects of the design were discussed but at no time was I told to change ny design to a medical 
clinic type fecility until later I was encouraged to finish the design and just address the topics discussed during the 
review. It was not until three weeks before the original scheduled qualifying reviews was I told to change facility type. 
The plan below shows the preliminary review drawings and some initial conceptual sketches. 
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Design Review 

Qualifying Review 

During the time between preliminary reviews and the November 17 presentation for my qualifying review I 
completely changed my facility type and design. I designed this AIDS hospice and it was addressed with relative 
approval. One question that was brought up was how the dining hall could be separated from the medical/service 
wing and placed somewhere between the two patient wings. The thought was that the medical/service wing was 
more of an employee/institutional wing and the dining hall was more of a patient use space. The idea was to move 
the dining hall between the patient wings so both wings could access the dining hall relatively easy and without 
interacting with the medical wing. A solution was to rotate the building so the front of the building feced 24th St 
more and the dining hall allowed both patient wings to maximize the views from the site. Another aspect was to 
change the sitting rooms to playnooms and move the sitting areas to the corridors in fnont of the patient rooms. An 
aspect of the qualifying design was the use of site<ast concrete. An alternative was to use stone or brick, something 
less industrial than concrete. 



Design Review 

Toward Final Review 

During the three weeks between the qualifying review and the final review I worked to address the questions 
asked at qualifying. I had rotated the building to place the dining hall between the two patient wings. I also changed 
the external materials and sitting rooms. I also worked on the perspectives and drawings to finish up the project 



i-iierarchy of Spaces 

Patient Wings 

The patient wings of the facility are an integral part of he design because it is where the children will be 
spending much of their time. The patient rooms are the place the children could feel at home. They are designed to 
feel like their bedrooms at home. Personal touches add to their comfort The patient wings have 8 and 7 rooms per 
wing and include a personal shower and bath. The built in cabinets and window seat bring an added sense of comfort. 
The sitting areas outside the wings allows the patients to sit and look into the central courtyard and just relax. 



Hierarchy of Spaces 

Central Courtyard 

The central courtyard is an important space of the facility. The facility encompasses the courtyard which 
allows the building to feel like a community The courtyard also allows the users of the building to enjoy the 
outdoors and feel safe. The courtyard is bound by glass corridors that connect the three different vvmgs. The 
corridors allow the users of the courtyard to see out into the community. The interaction between the community 
and the facility is extremely encouraged. 
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Hierarchy of Spaces 

Playrooms 

The playrooms were designed to give the children a place to come and play, a place to come and be a kid and 
try to forget if even for a second, their illness. The playrooms were placed at the ends of the patient wings and 
capture the best views from looking from the site. The playrooms provide a place to just have fun which is what 
every kid needs to be able to do. 



Final Documentation 

Floor Plan 



Final Documentation 

Elevations 
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Conclusion 

f During the progression of this project I ran through the gamete of emotions. From the highs of starting a 
project I really wanted to do to the lows of starting completely over with another project I am more than satisfied 
with the effort I put forward throughout this entire semester The idea of an AIDS hospice was, at first not appealing. 
I wanted to design a children's hospital. But after some very thoughtful and reassuring advise from Linden, I threw 
myself 110% into this new project I think the AIDS hospice really responds well to ny theory that children should 
be put first The hospice allows children with this illness to feel like they are at home. The progression from research 
to development of the hospice shows the ideas I wanted to express. The security and comfort a child with AIDS 
could feel in this facility is what I wanted to focus on. I had a tremendously difficult semester but with the help of 
friends and femily and their support I was able to see myself through it I am extremely proud at the great strides I 
took this semester As Greg banez had stated at my final presentation, "...it is really amazing on the progress you 
have made this semester" That acknowledgment of how hard I worked this semester made my project that much 
more better. 
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